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Abstract
Non-native and accent speakers often face problems when using 
a speaker-independent (SI) speech recognition system. Speaker 
adaptation has been a solution to make SI recognizer work better 
for individuals. Targeting embedded implementation and 
applications in fast changing mobile environments, we in this 
paper proposed a supervised speaker adaptation (SA) solution 
with low system resource consumption, minimized disturbance 
to the data structure of SI recognizer, and superior adaptation 
performance. Adapted by UK speakers on a digit recognition 
task, the US English speech recognizer produced 65.9% digit 
error reduction. Other advantages of the proposed SA method 
include the multi-speaker adaptation, the fast adaptation, and the 
little changed speaker independency after adaptation. 

1. Introduction
Embedded speaker-independent (SI) speech recognition system 
has been deployed in the real world in recent years. A number of 
ASR products show in PDAs and cellular phones in the market. 
Without going through a training procedure, users can directly 
speak to a recognizer in great convenience. However, because of 
the large variations in the acoustic presences of human voice, 
such as the difference of gender, age, speaking speed, and 
accent, SI recognizer often fails to give accurate recognition 
results when the characteristics of a speaker’s voice is away 
from the statistical estimates of the training speech data. A large 
training speech database normally contains extensive amount of 
speaker variations, but there are always exceptions in the real 
world applications. The accent of a speaker is often one of such 
exceptions for example. On the other hand, developers of SI 
speech recognition system prefer to use the so called “standard” 
speech data, such as standard north American English and 
standard Mandarin (Pu Tong Hua), for the acoustic model 
training. These standard speech databases can produce very high 
quality of acoustic models to cover the majority population of 
the language, while keep the model components in an acceptable 
level to resource constrained embedded applications. The non-
native speakers and accent speakers will face great challenge to 
use such SI speech recognizer because of the mismatches 
between the acoustic models and the input speech utterances. 

Researchers have developed many speaker adaptation algorithms 
[1-6]. Most of them are in the category of online adaptation, or 
unsupervised adaptation. Two classes of algorithm, MAP and 
MLLR, and their variations dominate this research domain [1, 2, 
4, 6]. Based on an observation that strong correlations exist in 
speech utterance as a consequence of time-invariant 
characteristics of speaker, some researchers developed speaker 
adaptation algorithms for rapid adaptation by using eigenspace 

information [4, 5, 9]. Unsupervised adaptation algorithms in 
general modify the speaker-independent acoustic models to 
better match the user’s voice features during the normal use of 
the recognizer. It means that users may not be aware of the 
adaptation procedure during normal recognition operation. 
Unsupervised adaptation is very helpful at a given recognition 
environment such as in an office, or in a recognition task being 
long enough to lead the speaker adaptation converging. 
However, in fast changing mobile environments and relatively 
short recognition tasks, this approach is not applicable as the 
recognizers are used from one condition to another from time to 
time. A user may make a call with phonebook name recognition 
on the street and another call in a car. The adaptation module 
cannot concentrate only at the personal voice as the background 
noise also enters the system. Because of the changing 
background noises in amplitude level and spectral 
characteristics, the recognizer will not work properly in the next 
environment after previous adaptation, and the system will never 
reaches a convergent point. On the other hand, since the speech 
recognition tasks in mobile devices are normally the 
recognitions of short command words or phrases represented by 
a few seconds of speech waveform, say a 8-digit telephone 
number, a unsupervised speaker adaptation module cannot 
converge before the completion of recognition task, given the 
fast adaptation algorithms often need much longer time to 
converge.

The second category of adaptation approaches is the offline or 
supervised speaker adaptation [7-9]. Users are often required to 
go through a lengthy adaptation procedure before the system 
starts to work properly. It is usually called as a user enrollment 
procedure. ViaVoice dictation system of IBM is a typical 
example which requires the user to read about 45 minutes of text 
to get optimal personal performance. This approach is normally 
applied to the large vocabulary server based speech recognition 
applications. The system needs a complex training module to 
handle the acoustic model adaptation. Such offline approaches 
are not suitable for embedded implementation as the system 
resource constraint is concerned. 

The conventional speaker adaptation algorithms allow the 
recognizer to be highly focused on the voice characteristics of 
adaptation speaker but it does not work properly for other people 
after the completion of adaptation. We did not learn any analysis 
on the impact of speaker adaptation on the speaker 
independency of a recognizer. This phenomenon often causes 
problem when a device is shared by a group of users. For 
example, a handheld computer or a cellular phone shared by 
family members. 
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Figure 1 illustrates the Gaussian mixture merging. The left is an
original SI Gaussian mixture with 6 components (PDFs). Each 
Gaussian PDF is represented by a different patterned ellipse. The 
size of ellipses indicates its weight. The bigger size implies the 
PDF has larger weight. We can see the small dark PDF on the
left is the least weighted Gaussian. As we described above, on
the right figure the least weighted Gaussian is replaced by
another dark ellipse, which is a SD Gaussian PDF estimated
from the target speaker’s speech samples. This procedure will be 
repeated for each state of each HMM.

To address the above concerns, we propose a supervised speaker 
adaptation method for embedded ASR applications. The idea is 
to make an SI speech recognizer biased to target speaker while
keep SI characteristics little changed. Given the fact that speaker
dependent speech recognition system usually generates higher 
recognition accuracy for the particular speaker than speaker
independent speech recognizer [9], we estimate an SD HMM for
each acoustic unit and merge the SD models into the SI models.
The new method has a number of advantages. First, the 
adaptation algorithm needs very limited system resources.
Secondly, the algorithm is very easy to be implemented as the 
structure of the ASR system and the data structure of the 
acoustic models remain the same after adaptation. Another
advantage is that the speech recognizer is adapted to match the 
target speaker’s voice while its speaker independency is very
little affected. We applied the method to an embedded open-
vocabulary SI speech recognizer implemented in Motorola PDA 
cellular phone A760. The applications include phonebook name 
recognition, command word/phrase recognition, and connected 
digit string recognition. The benchmark shows that the proposed 
speaker adaptation approach generates satisfied adaptation 
results without an increase of running cost. Figure 1. An illustration of Gaussian mixture before and after 

speaker adaptation 

2. The fundamentals of the new method Since each state of HMM has a Gaussian mixture of multiple
PDFs, another advantage of this approach is that the recognizer 
can be adapted with more than one speaker. The only difference 
for the second speaker is that the replaced original SI Gaussian
PDF should be the one, which has the second least weight.

Hidden Markov Modeling (HMM) has been the most popular 
method for automatic speech recognition in the past two 
decades. An HMM represents a speech unit, either a word or a 
sub-word, by a Markov chain of a series of states. Each state
represents a section of acoustic occurrence, or a segment of the 
basic modeling unit, and contains a number of Gaussian 
probability density functions (PDFs). The multiple PDFs will
better cover the pronunciation variances and speaker varieties. 
The Gaussian mixture of PDFs is estimated from a large number
of training samples representing the variations. A Gaussian 
mixture is defined as 

3. Adaptation Algorithm

Here we describe the steps of adaptation procedure. 

(1) Recording speech utterances from a speaker
The training speech utterances are recorded by a way that the 
adaptation speaker reads a number of pre-defined text sentences. 
The reading texts should be designed to have a balanced 
phonetic coverage for all the targeted modeling units. In other
words, the training speech should contain all the acoustic 
modeling units and the repetitions for each unit are same or
similar. For a compromise between the adaptation complexity
(user enrollment time) and the adaptation quality, we 
recommend using three to five samples for each acoustic unit. 
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Weight  in a Gaussian mixture plays a very important role in
speaker-independent speech recognition system. It indicates the 
proportion of training samples falling in i

ip

th PDF, and eventually
impacts the likelihood score. The bigger the  is, the more
observations belong to i

ip
th Gaussian, and vise versa. Our method 

estimates an HMM for each speech unit with the target speaker’s
speech samples. The new SD HMM has a single PDF in each 
state, and the same number of states as the corresponding SI 
HMM. After a new SD model is estimated, it will be merged
into the corresponding SI model by replacing the least weighted 
PDF of each state in the SI model. Since the least weighted PDF
only covers a small set of training observations, this method will 
have very little negative impact to the SI recognition
performance. By this manner, the performance on the specified
user is significantly improved with slight degradation of average 
performance on other users. 

(2) Generating feature vectors
The collected speech waveforms are converted into mfcc feature
files in the frontend signal processing module of SI recognizer. 

(3) Segmenting speech waveform by forced alignment in state
level
A state-level forced alignment process is applied to the training
speech utterances with the original SI HMMs. This process 
segments the speech utterances into state-level sections. Each 
section consists of a number of speech frames.

(4) Estimating one Gaussian  for each state of each HMM
A mean and a variance vector are calculated for the segmented
section of speech samples representing a state of HMM.

(5) Replacing the least weighted SI Gaussian for each state



The estimated mean and variance vectors replace that of the least
weighted PDF of each corresponding state in the original SI 
HMMs.

(6) Re-calculating the weight of all Gaussian PDFs
Since the replaced Gaussian PDF has the least weight, we must
re-weight the new Gaussian with a proper number in order to
emphasize the adaptation speaker’s representation in the 
recognizer and achieve satisfied adaptation performance. Given 
the principle that the summation of the weight of all PDFs in a
Gaussian mixture must be 1, we need to recalculate the weight
for each Gaussian PDF in the state. Assume the original N 
Gaussian PDFs in a mixture are p1, p2, …, pn. The corresponding 
weights are w1, w2, …, wn, and wn is the least. After replacement
of pn by the newly estimated PDF, wn will be multiplied by a 
constant a. Then the new weight for Wi of each PDF will be 
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For the second and more speaker adaptations, repeat above steps. 
But in step 5 the replaced original SI Gaussian PDF should be 
the next least weighted one. 

(7) Choosing adaptation environment 
As a supervised adaptation process, we suggest that users
conduct the adaptation process in a quite environment like office
or home without loud background noise. This will make sure
that the collected training samples concentrate on the 
characteristics of personal voice and are not polluted by the
uncontrollable various background noises. 

4. Experiments and results

To examine the performance of proposed speaker adaptation 
approach on non-native speakers and accent speakers, we 
conducted experiments on the speech data of UK English 
speaker and Chinese English speaker with a US English speech
recognizer. In other words, the SI HMMs were trained by US 
English speech data. The recognition task is connected digit 
recognition. The digit based SI acoustic models were trained on
a 10-state left-to-right no-skip proto, and 12 Gaussian PDFs per 
state. In embedded applications, the time a speaker spent for 
going through the adaptation procedure is often a major concern. 
A longer time adaptation procedure, say more than 5 minutes, 
may scare the user away from the enrolment. In a consideration
of compromise between adaptation complexity and adaptation
performance, we used about 3 samples for each acoustic 
modeling unit. A user only needs to spend less than one minute 
to complete the digit adaptation procedure. Both baseline and
adaptation results are given below. 

The UK English dataset was collected in 25 districts cross UK 
through GSM network. It has total 677 speakers, and each 
speaker utters about 50 digit strings. We used 5 digit strings (35 
digits in average) for the adaptation training and the remaining
for test. The Chinese English dataset was collected in an office
environment with a desktop microphone. 30 native Chinese
speakers were asked to utter about 40 8-digit strings for each 
speaker. 5 strings were used for training and 35 for test. Table 1

and Table 2 show the average recognition accuracy and error 
reduction for UK English and Chinese English respectively.

We can see that the proposed speaker adaptation approach 
significantly improves the recognition performance for the 
accent speakers. In the tables a=1.0 means we did not recalculate 
the weights in a Gaussian mixture and just assigned the original
least weight to the new estimated PDF. While a=2.0 means the 
original least weight was multiplied by 2 and assigned to the
new PDF. Then the weights in the mixture were recalculated by
formula [2]. The baseline results are recognition accuracy before
adaptation. In fact, we also tried more adaptation weights up to
4. The general observation is that higher a will generate more
adaptation gain, but were very marginal after a=2. We give the 
recognition accuracy for digit and digit string, which consists of
5.7 digits in average in UK dataset and 8 digits in Chinese 
dataset. The adaptation gain of Chinese English speakers is
lower than that of UK English speakers. This, as we observed, is 
caused by the inconsistentness between the training samples and 
the test utterances of a same speaker, as non-native speakers
often pronounce English words with slight variations from time 
to time.

Table 1, Results of speaker adaptation for UK English (AC – 
Accuracy; ER – Error Reduction) 

Baseline a=1.0 a=2.0
digit string digit string digit string

AC % 90.9 62.2 96.9 79.1 97.0 79.0
ER% 65.9 44.7 67.0 44.4

Table 2, Results of speaker adaptation for Chinese English (AC 
– Accuracy; ER – Error Reduction) 

Baseline a=1.0 a=2.0
digit string digit string digit string

AC % 89.3 31.6 94.7 59.4 94.5 55.3
ER% 50.5 40.6 48.3 34.6

Table 3 shows the recognition results of speaker-independent
(SI) data after speaker adaptation. SI data is a US English
database called pcscsi. The database contains US English digit 
strings collected in mobile environments with a cellular phone 
microphone. It has 12169 digit utterances from about 500
speakers collected in 7 mobile environments (office, car, street,
train station, park, airport, and shopping mall). Three adaptation
speakers were selected from the UK GSM speech database. We
did three runs of the experiments. Each time we adapted the
models to one speaker and then tested the SI database by the
adapted models. Three SD training samples per model were used 
in this experiment. The results showing in the column of speaker
are the average results of three adaptation speakers.
Accordingly, the SI data results are also the average results of
the database from the three tests. From these results we can see
that although the adaptation speaker’s recognition performance
get significant improvement, the overall SI performance
degrades marginally. During this experiment, we kept the 
adaptation weight at 1.0 and did not recalculate the weights in
the Gaussian mixtures.



Table 3, SI baseline degradation after adaptation with adaptation 
weight 1.0 

Baseline Adaptation Error reduction 
digit string digit string digit string

Spk % 65.2 22.6 90.7 59.3 70.4 47.4
SI % 99.5 94.8 99.5 94.0 0 -15.4

Table 4 shows the results of multiple adaptation experiments. 
The three adaptation speakers are same as those in the 
experiment above. In the experiments we set adaptation weight 
a.=2. This implies that all the PDF weights were recalculated 
with formula [2] after the SD PDF merging. When a>2 we 
obtained much less further adaptation improvement, but the SI 
performance recorded much bigger degradation. The aim of this 
set of experiments is to examine:  
(1) The individual adaptation speaker’s recognition 

performance after one, two, and three speakers adapted into 
one system;  

(2) The degradation of SI data after one, two, and three 
speakers adapted into one system.   

Table 4, Experiment results of multi-speaker adaptations 

Baseline Adaptation Error reduction 
digit string digit string digit string

One speaker adaptation 
Spk1% 62.2 16.7 92.6 50.0 80.4 40.0
SI % 99.5 94.8 99.5 94.3 0 -9.6

Two speakers adaptation 
Spk1% 62.2 16.7 91.1 50.0 76.5 40.0
Spk2% 65.5 24.4 87.6 64.4 64.1 52.9
SI % 99.5 94.8 99.4 92.8 -20.0 -38.5

Three speakers adaptation 
Spk1% 62.2 16.7 90.4 50.0 74.5 40.0
Spk2% 65.5 24.4 85.5 64.4 60.0 52.9
Spk3% 67.8 26.7 91.8 60.0 74.5 45.4
SI % 99.5 94.8 99.2 91.2 -60.0 -69.2

From these results we can make conclusions below. The 
proposed adaptation method allows more than one speaker being 
adapted to an SI system. When more speakers are adapted into 
one system, the SI data gets more degradation. However, 
although the accuracy degradation is very high in terms of error 
rate increase (60% of error increase) after the adaptation for 
three speakers, the SI data still remains reasonable performance 
(digit accuracy of SI data from 99.5% drops down to 99.2%). 
When more adaptation speakers rush into a system, the 
individual adaptation speaker’s performance gets less gain. The 
digit error reduction of the first speaker drops from 80.4% of one 
speaker adaptation down to 74.5% of three-speaker adaptation. 
Considering a trade-off between adaptation performance and the 
SI performance, the adaptation weight a should be set between 
1.0 – 2.0, and the number of speakers adapted to a system should 
be limited no more than three.  

5. Conclusions
Comparing with the conventional speaker adaptation algorithms, 
this new method has following advantages. 

(1) The proposed adaptation method generates satisfied 
performance. Given the digit error reduction of 65.9% for 
UK English and 50.5% for Chinese English, the simple 
adaptation approach obtains much better performance than 
the more complicated solutions. 

(2) After speaker adaptation, the recognizer remains the 
character of speaker independency because the majority of 
the Gaussian PDFs are unchanged. Only a small portion of 
the distribution is biases to the adaptation speaker’s voice 
characteristics. 

(3) The system can be adapted to more than one speaker. This 
feature is particularly useful when a device with speech 
recognizer is shared by more than one accent speakers. 

(4) The adaptation module has very low complexity. It does not 
increase the memory usage except when it is required that 
the SI system be completely resumed at a later stage. The 
computation is done in an offline mode and it will not 
increase the running computation or affect the recognition 
speed. This feature is especially useful for embedded 
implementation in mobile devices. 

(5) Very small amount of training data is needed for the 
adaptation. The enrolment time of speaker adaptation is 
always an important factor for product design. Our solution 
enables users to spend very little time when going through 
the enrolment procedure, as only 3 training samples are 
required for each modeling unit. For a connected digit 
recognition task, the adaptation enrolment time would be 
less than a minute.
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